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Abstract: Multilevel security introduces new constraints on methods for DBMS buffer 
management. Design issues include buffer allocation across security levels, secure page 
replacement, and reader/writer synchronization. We present a client/buffer manager 
interface with a set of synchronization guarantees that does not delay low writers in the 
presence of  concurrent high readers, an allocation scheme that partitions slots by security 
level but allows buffers, underutilized at the low level, to be used by subjects at high levels 
using a technique we call "slot stealing." We also propose a general page replacement 
algorithm and methods of synchronizing readers and writers that involve varying degrees 
of page replication. We use simulation to investigate the performance characteristics of  the 
various solutions. 

1 Introduction 

Databases are typically too large to be held in main memory; therefore, pages of 
the database must be shuttled between secondary storage and memory for access 
by transactions. A buffer management system attempts to choose a set of resident 
pages to minimize physical I/O and maximize throughput. Therefore, the buffer 
manager must choose carefully the pages maintained in main memory and may 
need to synchronize conflicting accesses. Multilevel secure DBMSs impose 
additional requirements on buffer management. It is required that buffer allocation 
across security levels, page replacement, and reader/writer synchronization be 
accomplished without allowing illegal information flows. This paper focuses on 
those restrictions, their implications for buffer management, and techniques for 
satisfying these restrictions. This work is part of the Secure Transactional 
Resources - Database System (*-DBS) project. The goal of this project is to 
develop an experimental prototype multilevel secure database management system. 
An initial version of the prototype was described in [WARN95]. 

The rest of this section provides background in multilevel security and database 
buffering. Section 2 introduces the problems involved in secure DBMS buffering. 
Section 3 describes how subjects interact with the buffer manager and what 
guarantees the buffer manager provides to its clients. Section 4 considers page 
replacement. Section 5 discusses buffer allocation policies. Methods of securely 
synchronizing readers and writers are considered in Section 6. Section 7 presents a 
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simulation study of the performance of several buffer allocation policies and 
reader/writer synchronization methods. Finally, Section 8 presents our conclusions 
and suggests directions for future work. 

1.1 Multilevel security 

This paper deals with buffer management for database management systems that 
enforce a military security policy [DOD85]. The military security policy consists 
of two distinct parts: a mandatory and discretionary security policy. The 
mandatory policy controls the flow of information based upon the perceived 
trustworthiness of an individual. ~ilae discretionary security policy controls the flow 
of information based upon user identity. This work considers mandatory security 
only. 

In systems enforcing multilevel security, elements of information, called objects, 
are assigned security levels called sensitivity levels and programs in execution, 
called subjects, are assigned security levels called classification levels. The 
security level of a subject or object P is denoted as level(P). These security levels 
are partially ordered by the dominates (>) relation. We refer to the partially 
ordered set of security levels as the security poset. We say a security level is active 
if there is currently a subject active at that level. We call the security poset 
restricted to active levels the active poset. If two security levels I~ and l 2 satisfy 
ll>l ~ we say lj dominates l z. Furthermore, if l, dominates 12 and ll~l z we say l, 
strictly dominates l 2 . The mandatory security policy allows information to flow 
from a subject s, to another subject s 2 only if the classification level of s 2 dominates 
the classification level of s~. The Bell and LaPadula model [BELL87] introduced 
the following properties to control access in an MLS system: 

Simple Security Condition: A subject is allowed read access to 
an object only if the subject's classification level dominates the 
object's sensitivity level. 

*-Property (Star Property): A subject is allowed write access to 
an object only if the object's sensitivity level dominates the 
subject's classification level. 

In addition to the flow of information through direct reads and writes of data 
objects, information can be transmitted by mechanisms that are not normally used 
for communications and therefore are not protected by mandatory access controls. 
These communication paths are known as covert channels. The "Orange Book" 
[DOD85] requires the designers of systems evaluated at class B3 or above to 
"conduct a thorough search for covert channels and make a determination (either 
by actual measurement or by engineering estimation) of the maximum bandwidth 
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of each identified channel." At higher levels of assurance, a limit is placed on the 
maximum bandwidth a covert channel may have. 

Any subject with privileges allowing it to violate the *-property is said to be 
trusted. The intention being that the subject was investigated and found to be 
sufficiently trustworthy to warrant such privileges. 

Transaction Manager 

Scheduler 

Recovery Manager 

Buffer Manager 

Database 

Fig. 1. Database System Architecture 

1.2 Database Buffering 

This section outlines the basic issues related to database buffer management. For a 
more detailed discussion the reader is referred to [GRAY93] and [EFFE84]. For 
the purposes of this paper, the buffer manager occupies the position shown in 
Figure 1 of the DBMS architecture [BERN87]. Transactions submit operations to 
the transaction manager which performs any required preprocessing. The scheduler 
controls the relative order in which these operations are executed. The recovery 
manager is responsible for transaction commitment and abortion. The buffer 
manager operates directly on the database which is maintained in non-volatile 
storage. 

We now describe the buffer manager interface. The pin operation specifies a page 
number and access mode (i.e., read or write) indicating whether the data page will 
be updated or not. The buffer manager locates the data page, reading it in from 
secondary storage if necessary, and places it in main memory in an unoccupied 
buffer slot. The address of the buffer slot is returned and is used by the requester 
to access the page. When the requester is finished accessing the page it submits an 
unpin request. 

To improve throughput, a buffer manager allows non-conflicting pin requests to 
proceed concurrently. Two pins conflict if they reference the same page and at 
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least one is a write-pin. A buffer manager cannot allow two conflicting pins to be 
held on a page at the same time. Therefore, the buffer manager must have some 
policy for resolving two concurrently requested conflicting pins. 

For the purposes of this paper the inputs and outputs of an MLS buffering system 
are as follows. The inputs are pin/unpin requests by subjects for specific pages and 
disk I/O responses. The outputs to our buffering system are pin request responses 
and disk access requests. The pin requests and responses are labeled with the 
security level of the requesting subject. A disk access may be the result of either a 
page fault or flushing a dirty page to non-volatile storage. The disk requests and 
responses are labeled with the security level of the subject that caused the page 
fault or the subject that modified the page. Noninterference states that an output of 
our system (pin responses and disk access requests) must not be affected by the 
inputs of subjects at strictly dominating levels (pin/unpin requests and disk 
responses). 

When a pin request is submitted, the buffer pool is searched. If the page is not 
found, a buffer slot must be allocated for this page. If there are free slots available 
to the buffer manager then one of these is used; otherwise, one of the pages 
currently held in a slot must be replaced. The choice of which page to evict is 
made following a page replacement policy. Typical factors affecting the 
replacement decision are the time since the last reference to the page, the 
frequency of references to the page, whether the page is dirty (i.e., the page has 
been updated but not yet flushed to disk), and whether or not the page is pinned. 

The choice of a victim is often made in two stages. First buffers are allocated to 
groups of transactions or specific purposes. This is known as the buffer slot 
allocation algorithm [EFFE84]. Second, particular pages are chosen from the 
appropriate pool following a local replacement policy. 

2 Issues Related to Secure Buffering 

This section identifies security issues related to database buffer management. We 
develop a pin/unpin buffering model compatible with security constraints, a secure 
page replacement policy, methods for synchronizing read-pins and write-pins 
across levels, and the allocation of buffer slots. We first discuss related work. 

In [HU92] a method is presented of eliminating the covert channel due to the interaction 
between process scheduling and processor caches. The channel relies on timing an 
access. It takes a long time if it is not cached and it is quick if it is cached. Hu 
overcomes this by partitioning the security lattice into strictly dominating paths, 
scheduling processes according to their security level from low to high up one of these 
paths, and then clearing the cache when a newly scheduled process is strictly dominated 
by the previous process to execute. This results in a cleared cache only when there is a 
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context switch from a high process to a low process. This approach is not applicable to 
the secure database buffering problem for two reasons. The first is that typically 
database systems do not have control over the scheduling of processes and doing so 
would increase the complexity. The second is that it would increase the amount of I/O 
done in a workload with many updates. We apply a similar idea in our "page stealing" 
algorithm as presented later in Section 5.2.2. 

If  there is no sharing of buffer slots between subjects at different levels then the 
system cannot adapt to changing workloads as effectively and there is a potential 
for poor resource utilization. Therefore, we desire a method of allocating buffer 
slots that allows resource sharing between subjects at different levels without 
presenting a covert channel. 

In a traditional buffering model write-pins guarantee exclusive access to a pinned 
page. This implies that no other pins may be granted while a write-pin is granted 
and that a write-pin request is delayed until all current pins are released. In an 
MLS system this guarantee contradicts security requirements. If  a subject is 
holding a read-pin on a page at a strictly dominated level and a subject requests a 
write-pin on it, the write-pin cannot be delayed. If  it were, a covert channel would 
result. Therefore, we must develop an MLS buffering model that will make 
appropriate guarantees to a subject holding a read-pin on a strictly dominated page. 
Related to this issue is the problem of synchronizing the strictly dominating read- 
pin in the presence of concurrent write-pins (i.e., the secure readers/writers 
problem). 

A multilevel secure transaction scheduler orders transactions' operations on data 
elements so that read/write conflicts between security levels are avoided. However, 
read-pin/write-pin conflicts between security levels accessing the same page may 
occur for the following reasons. The granularity of  the scheduler's data element 
(e.g. tuples) and the buffer manager 's  slot size (e.g. pages) may be different. If  two 
or more data elements reside on the same page, the scheduler would allow a high- 
level read and a low-level write to proceed concurrently resulting in inter-level pin 
conflict. The low-level write may update data structures common to all tuples on 
the page, such as a tuple index. If the update is not atomic, the high-level read may 
retrieve incorrect data. A second potential for inter-level pin conflicts results from 
shared resources that are not accessed through a secure scheduler, for example B- 
trees, version chains, and disk allocation bitmaps. 

Using a secure buffer manager does not eliminate the need for a secure scheduler. 
Covert channels not directly attributed to reader/writer synchronization would still 
exist if a non-secure scheduler was used in conjunction with a secure buffer 
manager. For example, if a two-phase locking scheduler is used, a high-level 
transaction could acquire a lock on low-level data and cause low-level transactions 
to wait until the lock is released before accessing the data. 
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In [REED79] methods for handling the secure readers/writers problem are 
presented using event counts. With this method an event counter is checked, work 
is performed on the data, and the event counter is checked again to determine if the 
data was modified during the work. In a DBMS, the length of time a pin is held on 
a page is determined, in part, by the programmer. The buffer model we adopt 
assumes that the data in a buffer is accessed in place rather than being copied to 
local storage and accessed there. Thus, the solution presented in [REED79] is not 
directly applicable as it allows the data to be updated while it is being accessed by 
the reader. While this is possible, it will require a very careful programming style. 
In section 6, we suggest algorithms that combine reader/writer synchronization 
with the maintenance of a stable copy to work from. 

In a single-level system, all page references may be used to calculate which 
resident page is replaced in response to a pin request for a non-resident page. In an 
MLS system, if a page is replaced based upon references from subject S 1 and the 

page is referenced in the future by subject S v where level(S1)~level(S2), the pin 

response delay of S 2 may be affected and introduce a covert channel. The delay 
arises because the page must be fetched from disk to satisfy the request of S v 
Therefore, in an MLS buffering system, we must ensure that a replacement 
decision initiated by a pin request on behalf of a subject S 1 does not affect the pin 
response delay caused by a pin request of subject S 2 if S 2 does not dominate S r 

3 Basic Model and Policies 

This section defines our model and policies for an MLS buffering system. Our 
model consists of a subject/buffer manager interface and a set of policies. The 
interface defines how subjects interact with the buffer manager. The policies will 
define what guarantees the buffer manager will make to the subjects. The policies 
can be grouped into security policies and consistency/concurrency policies. We 
also include a section on the use of buffer slots within the buffer manager. 

3.1 Interface 

Our buffer manager uses a pin/unpin interface where a pin request for page has a 
mode of either read or write. A subject sbj makes a pin request for page to a buffer 
manager of the form pin(sbj, page, mode). Subjects make unpin requests of the 
form unpin(sbj, page, mode). The security level of an (un)pin request is denoted as 
level((un)pin(sbj, page, mode)). It is assumed that subjects will have at most one 
outstanding pin on a particular page and that the pin/unpin requests are eventually 
balanced with respect to a page and subject. 
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3.2 Access Control Policy 

The request (un)pin(sbj, page, read) may be granted only if level(sbj)>_level(page). 
Otherwise, the request is rejected. The request (un)pin(sbj, page, write) may be 
granted only if level(sbj)=level(page). Otherwise, the request is rejected. Note that 
we restrict the *-property that we presented in Section 12. 

3.3 Synchronization Guarantees 

This section describes the concurrency and consistency guarantees made by the 
buffer manager to its clients. For the following discussion, a pin is considered 
outstanding if it has been granted, but a subsequent unpin request has not been 
processed. 

While an operation pin(sbjj, page t, write) is outstanding, no other requests of the 
form pin(sbjk, pagei, mode) are granted. While a pin(sbjp page t, read) request with 
level(sbjj)=level(page) is outstanding, requests of the form pin(sbj~, page,, write) 
will not be granted. However, requests of the form pin(sbj k, page,, read) may. 
While a pin(sbjp page~, read) request with level(sbj~)>level(page) is outstanding, 
requests of the form pin(sbjv page t, read) and pin(sbj~, page t, write) may be 

granted. 

A request of the form pin(sbjj, page i, read) with level(sbjj)>level(page) will pin the 
state of page t following the most recent write-unpin on page~. I f  pin(sbj~, page t, 
write) is granted before unpin(sbjp page~, read) is submitted, the buffer manager 
informs the subject sbjj, in response to unpin(sbjj, page t, read), that page t was 
modified. This allows the subject to redo the work until a successful 

acknowledgment is obtained. 

Alternatively, a buffer manager may guarantee a semantics based correctness 
criteria. The semantics based correctness is application specific and is based upon 
the semantics of  the data being buffered. The semantic based correctness 
guarantees are in general weaker than the general guarantees. An example follows. 
In [WARN95] a prototype multilevel secure database system is presented that uses 
a multiversion scheduler. As writes occur new versions of data elements are 
created and timestamps are used to determine which versions are appropriate for a 
transaction to read. As a result the version a page contains may change over time. 
Specifically, assume that a version v is initially contained in page p. In time, a new 
version v '  may be placed in page p. An out of date replica of p which still contains 
version v could be used to access v, even though the page has been updated and the 
replica is no longer fresh. We can present an old view of a page to a transaction if 
the old view contains the appropriate version. Semantics based correctness is not 
considered further in this paper. 
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3.4 Buffer Allocation 

This section describes a framework for buffer allocation policies. First, we need to 
introduce some notation. The function map level maps buffer slots to security 
levels. If map_level(sl)=l, the implication is that slot sl is currently allocated to 
level I. This allocation can be static or be redefined in a dynamic fashion. 

A buffer slot (sl) may only be used to satisfy a write-pin request pin(sbjj, page~, 
write) if level(sbjj)=map_level(sl). Because we forbid write-up, this implies 
level(pagei)=level(sbjj)=level(sl) if sl is write-pinned. A buffer slot may be used to 
satisfy a read-pin pin(sbj, page, read) only if level(sbj)>map_level(sl). If the read 
rule is violated or if subjects can use strictly dominated slots for write-pin requests, 
then a page may be readable to non-dominating subjects. If a subject is allowed to 
use a strictly dominating slot for write-pin requests, then the availability of the 
slots introduces a covert channel. 

4 Replacement  

In this section we discuss methods of selecting pages for replacement. A 
replacement algorithm is described by two components, a page set and a ranking 
function, which we now define. Let ref be an execution history containing pin and 
unpin requests. The subsequence of ref consisting of requests dominated by 
security level l~ is denoted refl <l; Let page_set be a function mapping a reference 

history and a set of m pages to a set of pages. The result of page_set(ref, 
{pager..pagem}) is the subset of the m pages that will be maintained in memory. 
We refer to the set of pages output by the page_set algorithm as the page set. 

Let <ref be a total order over a set of pages. The implication of pagei<relpage j is that 
pagei will be replaced before pagej following the history ref. This order is referred 
to as the ranking. 

The slot containing a page that is resident but not output by the page set algorithm 
is freed. If a page is needed for replacement at a particular level and there are no 
free slots, the unpinned, resident page with the highest ranking should be replaced. 

The contents of the slots must be the same as if the algorithms had been used with 
only the dominated reference string in order to satisfy noninterference. Formally 
the following properties must hold for all levels li, and all pages pagei and pagej 
such that level(pagel)=level(pagei)=l~: 

1) page_set(ref, {pager_page,,}) [ <_l~ = page_set(ref[ <_l i, {pager..pagem} ) ] <l~; 
and 
2) page~ >relpagej iff pagei >re/i <~i pagej 
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A good approach to replacement is to have separate instances of the page set and 
ranking algorithms operating at each security level 1 i with its input being the 
dominated reference strings and operating on the set of pages 
{page~llj>level(page)}. The advantage of a buffer manager receiving the 

dominated reference string, as opposed to just references at its own level, is that it 
can calculate the set of pages resident at dominated buffer managers. In 
implementation, a buffer manager can receive only the same level reference string 
and determine the state of the strictly dominated buffer managers by direct 
examination of the data structures. 

A buffer manager may maintain a page that is output by its own page set algorithm 
and that of a strictly dominating level, When a page is replaced at the lower level 
we would like to offer it to the next highest level buffer manager that needs it. 
Therefore, before such a page is replaced it should be offered to all covering buffer 
managers where the page is output by the page set algorithm and has a higher rank 
than at least one page that is currently held in that buffer. It should be noted that a 
page may be placed in more than one strictly dominating buffer manager due to 
incomparable security levels. 

5 Buf fer  Slot  Al locat ion 

Because buffer managers are partitioned by security level, each running its own 
instance of the page set and ranking algorithms, we need a method of allocating 
buffer slots to buffer managers. This allocation can be either static or dynamic. 

5.1 Static Allocation 

With static allocation a fixed number of buffer slots are allocated to a buffer 
manager and those slots remain under the control of that buffer manager. This 
implies there must be a buffer manager with allocated buffer slots at each security 
level in the lattice, whether there are transactions active at that level or not. The 
advantage of this method is simplicity. The disadvantages are poor performance 
due to low resource utilization when the workloads differ from the assigned 
allocation. If  the security poset has a large number of inactive security levels, then 
there will be a large number of unused buffer slots. If  a buffer manager 's  page set 
size is larger than its allocation then it is in need of slots, if the opposite is true 
then it has free slots. With static allocation there is no way to distribute free slots 
to buffer managers in need of slots. For these reasons the static approach is only 
suitable for systems with relatively static workload distribution across a small 
number of security levels. 
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5.2 Dynamic Allocation 

If  workloads are dynamic, there is an advantage in dynamically allocating buffer 
slots to subjects. We discuss two types of dynamic allocation. The first we call 
arbitrary allocation and the second slot stealing. 

Arbitrary Allocation. 

Arbitrary allocation is characterized by a movement of buffer slots between buffer 
managers without regard for the security order partial order. As a result, arbitrary 
allocation can introduce a covert channel. We must therefore regulate this channel. 

To accomplish this, at fixed intervals buffer slots are redistributed according to the 
workload. A security level upon activation must walt until the next fixed allocation 
time before it is allocated slots. Likewise, as security levels become inactive their 
resources will be released at the next fixed allocation time. We only allow changes 
to an allocation to occur in very restricted ways (i.e., the number of possible 
allocations is small). In this way we can control the covert channel capacity. For 
example a re-allocation of buffers may occur every 10 seconds at which time we 
either add or remove 10% of the current allocation. 

Slot Stealing. 

Arbitrary allocation will adjust for slow changes in workloads at individual 
security levels, such as changes in the number of clients. In order to adjust to fast 
changes in workload such as changes in locality we present slot stealing. With this 
method, buffer slots move up and down strictly dominated chains in the active 
poset. The basic idea is to have buffer managers offer unused buffer slots to strictly 
dominating buffer managers and then reclaim these buffer slots as the need arises. 
In particular, buffer slots may be passed to a single strictly dominating buffer 
manager if the buffer slot is not needed based upon the page set algorithm of the 
donor. 

The movement  of buffer slots is complicated when a level has more than one 
covering level. In order to be secure, the decision as to which covering level can 
use the buffer slot cannot be based upon the need of the workload at the covering 
level. 

The first approach is to partition the active poset into strictly dominating paths and 
allow each buffer slot to move up and down a single pre-assigned path. The second 
approach is to assign probabilities for the next free slot at a particular buffer 
manager to be offered to each parent. As buffer slots become free they are offered 
to a strictly dominated buffer manager with these probabilities. This is similar to 
the method used to allocate the CPU to processes in [HU92]. 
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When a buffer manager's page set size grows beyond the number of resident buffer 
slots it may either attempt to reclaim a previously offered slot or it may attempt to 
steal a slot from a strictly dominated buffer manager. In the first case we must 
ensure that a buffer manager can reclaim a buffer slot from a strictly dominating 
buffer manager without delay. This implies that the number of buffer slots that are 
clean and not performing I/O must be as large as the number of slots borrowed. An 
unpinned, clean buffer slot is returned by the strictly dominating buffer manager. 

6 Solutions for the Secure Reader/Writer Problem 

This section describes methods to synchronize readers and writers of different 
levels. The writer must not be delayed due to the high-level read-pin(s), yet the 
read and write-pins and the associated work must be done to satisfy the properties 
of Section 3.3. There are two general choices for dealing with this problem. The 
first choice is to allocate a single buffer for the reader and writer to share. The 
second choice is to allocate a buffer to the writer and another to the reader. This 
we call replication. Specifically, if a page is found in more than one buffer slot, sI~ 
and slj where level(sli)>level(slj), then we say there is replication. 

If replication is not used then we must have some mechanism to allow the reader to 
see a stable copy of the page while the write is taking place or abort the work of 
the reader. Without replication, the buffer managers can hold more distinct pages 
in a given number of buffer slots. If replication is used, a method of maintaining 
consistency between the multiple copies is needed. Replication can ease an 
untrusted implementation, allow distribution more naturally, and can prevent 
aborts due to reader/writer conflicts. 

The remainder of this section presents solutions to these issues. Some of these 
solutions require specific manipulations of the mapping between virtual memory 
and physical memory. We assume the ability to modify the mappings between 
virtual addresses and physical pages. Furthermore, we assume the ability to handle 
the exception caused by an invalid mapping. 

6.1 Non-replicated Approaches 

With no replication each dominance chain contains at most one instance of the 
page. Therefore, conflicting pin requests from different levels are satisfied using 
the same replica. We must, however, synchronize readers and writers of this 
replica. Thus, we need some method of notifying the transaction holding a read-pin 
when the contents of the buffer slot are modified. Following the notification we 
can abort the transaction holding the read-pin or attempt to redo the partially 
completed work associated with the page. 
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A page i is resident at level l i only if it is not resident at any level strictly dominated 
by l i. I f  a read-pin is requested for pagei, the buffer slots (slj) are searched where 
level(pin(sbj,page~,read))>level(slj)>_level(page). If  the page is not found, it is 
brought into a free buffer slot at the level of the requester and the read-pin is 
granted. If  the page is found, the read-pin is granted once any active write-pin is 
released. I f  the page is found at more than one incomparable level then the choice 
of which slot to access is made arbitrarily. 

If a write-pin request is made or if a page is replaced while a strictly dominating 
read-pin is granted on that page, then the page is invalidated for the high level 
reader. In this case the subject holding the high level read-pin must be notified, 
either on the next memory access or as a response to the unpin request, that the slot 
has been modified. We present two methods of accomplishing this. The first 
method uses event counts and the second invalidates the memory mapping of the 
read-pinned slot causing an interrupt on the next memory reference to the slot. 

For the first method, event counts are used to indicate when a slot is modified 
(write-pinned or replaced) as in [REED79]. The subject that requested the read-pin 
checks the event count before and after doing its work. If  the event count has 
changed, the work is redone from some save point or alternatively the transaction 
can be aborted if this is not convenient. 

The second method is to invalidate the memory mapping of the read-pinner before 
the contents of the slot are modified, causing a fault during the next memory 
reference of the read-pin requester. As before, the interrupt handler can attempt to 
redo the work or simply abort. 

6.2 Replication 

Replication simplifies synchronization of the readers and writers but introduces a 
consistency requirement. Here we allow a page to be cached more than once in a 
strictly dominating path. This allows conflicting read and write-pin operations of 
different security levels to access their own private replica of the page. This 
solution introduces a potential for inconsistency between the different replicas of a 
page. Replication can occur every time a read-pin is requested on a page in a 
strictly dominated slot (immediate replication) or only when a read/write conflict 
is discovered (delayed replication). 

Immediate Replication. 

For immediate replication, if a read-pin is requested on a strictly dominated page, 
the response to the read-pin is delayed until there is no outstanding write-pin on the 
page. At this time the page is loaded into a buffer slot (either fetched from disk or 
copied from a lower level buffer slot) at the subject's level, and the read-pin is 
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granted. The read-pin requester accesses the page there. If the page is modified (by 
a low level transaction in a low level slot) and subsequently accessed again at the 
high-level, the original replica must be invalidated or updated. The page remains 
in this slot until it is invalidated or replaced, at which time it is freed. We identify 
four basic approaches to maintaining consistency. They are immediate 
invalidation, propagation, publishing modifications, and a validation server. 

Immediate Invalidation: With immediate invalidation the replicated page is only 
used for one read-pin and then invalidated. This in effect gives each strictly 
dominating read-pin a private workspace in which to work. The advantage of this 
method is its simplicity, low overhead, and ease with which an untrusted 
implementation can be achieved. The disadvantage is that a page is not used for 
future pin requests. Thus it may result in less efficient use of buffer slots, more in 
memory page transfers, and more disk I/O. 

Propagation: The second method is to propagate modifications to strictly 
dominating buffer slots. For every modification of a page, the strictly dominating 
buffer slots are searched and the corresponding pages are invalidated or updated 
with the new changes. A trusted implementation of this is straight forward. The 
disadvantages of an untrusted approach are due to the difficulty of reliable 
communications in the upward direction [KANG93] and the number of messages 
needed to be sent (one to each strictly dominated ancestor for each update). 

Publishing Modifications: A third method of maintaining consistency is to publish 
changes in well known places, e.g., an update log in main memory. Buffer 
managers can check the logs at strictly dominating levels for consistency as 
needed. An untrusted method for doing this is described below. 

Here we assume an untrusted buffer manager at each security level. Each buffer 
manager maintains, in main memory, a circular queue, of size queue_size. The 
queue contains page numbers of pages that have been write-pinned by a transaction 
at that security level. The entry is added before the write-pin is granted. Associated 
with each queue is a queue serial number (queue_serial) that is incremented with 
each insertion. The value queue_serial rood queue_size gives the location of an 
entry within the queue where queue_serial is the value at the time the entry was 
made. The value of [queue_serial/queue_sizeJ gives the number of times the 
queue has rolled over. We assume that the queue_serial counter is large enough 

that it will never roll over. 

We associate with each page in a buffer, a validation time. For each page held in a 
buffer slot of the same level, its validation time is initialized to infinity. When a 
valid page is found and loaded into a strictly dominating buffer the validation time 
is set to the value of the queue__serial at the level of the page. When a search for a 
page is done, the replica with the largest validation time is chosen from all 
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dominated buffers. Once the page is found, it is validated. If the queue has rolled 
over since the validation time of the page then it is invalid. If the queue has not 
rolled over since the page's validation time but there is an update to the page in the 
queue with a smaller validation time then that of the buffer slot, then the page is 
also invalid. Otherwise the page is valid. If the page is found to be valid then its 
validation time is updated to the current value of the queue_serial. If the page is 
invalid the page must be retrieved from disk and the validation time updated to the 
current value of the queue_serial. 

Pages are validated again just before the release of a high-level read-pin and the 
pinning subject is notified if the page was modified. This will give the requester 
the option of redoing the work if necessary. 

Validation Server: The last method of maintaining consistency is to use a 
validation server. Here, a trusted server maintains the pages held by each buffer 
manager and the outstanding write-pins. The buffer managers can explicitly inform 
the validation server when a change in the resident set occurs and when write-pins 
are granted and released. When a write-pin is requested for a page the validation 
server makes all replicas of that page at strictly dominated buffer slots invalid. 
Before a buffer manager grants a read-pin on a strictly dominated page, it checks 
with the validation server to see if the page is valid. If it is not valid the slot 
holding the page is cleared and freed, and the page is searched for again. If it is 
valid the read-pin is granted. 

Delayed Replication. 

For delayed replication a data page is replicated only after a (high) read (low) write 
conflict has been discovered. If a write-pin request is made for page i that is held in 
slot sl i where level(pagei)=map_level(sli) and pin(sbj,pagei,read) is outstanding on 
slot sl~ where level(sbj)>map_level(sl), then before the write-pin is granted page~ is 
copied into buffer slot slj where map level(slj)=level(sbj) and the reader continues 
using the new copy. 

A read (down) pin is delayed until there are no write-pins on the buffer, at which 
time the address of the strictly dominated buffer slot is returned to the subject. If a 
write-pin is requested while the read-pin is held, the page is copied to a buffer slot 
at the high-level, the mapping is changed for the high-level read requester from the 
low-level slot to the high-level slot, and finally the write-pin is granted. After the 
read-pin completes, if a copy was done, the high-level buffer slot is freed and 
invalidated. 

The copy on write can introduce a covert channel. The channel is due to the CPU 
time needed to copy the page from the low buffer to the high buffer (this copy 
must be done before the write-pin can be granted). To address this, we can delay 
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all write-pin requests by the time required to copy the page, or randomize the delay 
for granting a write-pin [HU91]. 

A buffer slot must be available immediately at the high-level. If the page is to be 
replicated, the high-level buffer manager must have one buffer slot that can be 
replaced immediately (no pins, clean, and not in the process of doing I/O) for 
every read down pin held. If one is not available immediately it can fall back to 
using a non-replicated approach. 

Figure 2 summarizes the solutions outlined in this section. 

Sectae Readers/Writers S olufions 

Replication No Replication 

/ \  
Immediate Delayed 

/ / 
Immediate Propagation Publishing Semantics Based Validation Server 
Invalidation Modifications 

Fig. 2. Secure Reader/Writers Solutions 

7 Performance Analysis 

The purpose of this analysis is to investigate the performance trade offs between 
static and dynamic allocation of slots and the three approaches (no replication, 
delayed replication, and immediate replication) to synchronizing readers and 
writers. 

7.1 Simulat ion 

We have performed an event-based simulation to study the performance 
implications of the various methods we have proposed for allocation and 
reader/writer synchronization. The simulator consists of two components, a 
reference string generator and a buffer manager simulator. There is a separate 
reference string generated for each active security level. Each reference consists of 
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a page number, a page level, and an arrival time. The database consists of 1000 
pages at each security level. For each active security level there are PS page sets. 
Each page set is composed of a set of pages and associated page security levels. 
The size of each page set is either fixed or uniformly distributed (PSD) with mean 
PSM and variance PSV. A reference from security level I i will read a page at 
security level lj where li>l j with probability PRij and will write a page with 
probability PW i. Pages in a page set referencing pages at a different security level 
are chosen with the distribution PD, with corresponding variance PDV and mean 
PDM, from the pages in the database at that security level. References are 
generated by first choosing a page set. The hold time (HT) is the number of 
references that will be generated from that page set before choosing another. After 
HT references are generated from the page set, the next page set is chosen from all 
page sets with uniform probability. The HT references may either be randomly 
chosen from the set of page set pages or be chosen sequentially. This choice is 
referred to as the micro model. Each reference generated is assigned an arrival 
time drawn from an exponential distribution with a corresponding mean ATM. 

The buffer manager simulator is event based, and the only events that cause time 
to advance are disk I/O, and the arrival of a pin or unpin request. There are BS~ 
buffer slots at level 1 i. The disk I/O requires 60 time units and each pin will be held 
for a mean of 400 time units with an exponential distribution. The arrival time for 
each reference is drawn from an exponential distribution with a corresponding 
mean 2000 time units. Disk I/O requests are serviced on a round-robin basis within 
a level. If  a security level has no request at the beginning of its corresponding 
round-robin service cycle, no disk I/O is performed. This method of generating 
disk I/O times is meant to approximate techniques used to eliminate the covert 
channel associated with disk scheduling. Each execution of the simulation will 
have an associated slot allocation method (static or dynamic) and a secure 
reader/writer conflict resolution method (no replication, delayed replication, 
immediate replication). The working set algorithm [DENN68] is used as the page 
set algorithm. All pages referenced in the last 2*PSM references are output by the 
algorithm. We use the LRU replacement policy [GRAY93] as our ranking 
algorithm. We also simulate a traditional single level buffer manager that uses 
LRU as its replacement policy but makes decisions based upon the entire reference 
string. This is used as a performance benchmark for the secure protocols. 

7.2 Experiments 

Each data point in the following plots is an average over six test runs. Each test run 
consisted of 40,000 page references. A 90% confidence interval was calculated and 
plotted for each average of sample points [TRIV82]. The confidence interval is 
shown as error bars on the graphs. Because the method for finding the confidence 
interval assumes the data points are normally distributed, the results of each set of 
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test runs was evaluated using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness of fit test 
[LIND78] and found to be normally distributed with ct=0.05. 

The first experiment investigates the benefits of the dynamic allocation methods 
presented. The second set of experiments explores the reader/writer conflict 
resolutions. 

Buffer Slot Allocation Methods.  

The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the performance improvement 
provided by the slot stealing buffer allocation method. In this experiment there are 
two security levels, Low and High. The variance in the page set sizes of both 
security levels is varied and the total hit rate is measured. The experiment was run 
for static allocation, slot stealing with a 90%(Low)-10%(High) division of buffer 
slots, slot stealing with a 50%-50% allocation of buffer slots, and single level 
(traditional) LRU. Table 1 gives the complete list of parameters used in this 
experiment. 

Parameter 

PS 
PSD 
PSM 
PSV 
PD 

PDM 
PDV 
HT 

micro_model  

PW, 
PR~ .. . .  
PR, m.,, 

BS~ 

Description 

number of page sets 
page set size distribution 

page set size mean 
page set size variance 

page selection distribution 
page selection mean 

page selection variance 
hold time for a page set 

selection of pates from page set 

probability of writing to l, _ _  
probability l, reading from l~ow 
probability l~ reading from I.~n 

number of buffer slots at level li 

Value 

50 
uniform 
30 pages 

0,25,50 ..... 200 
normal 

page number 500 
500 

500 references 
sequential 

Low High 
0.25 0.25 
0.75 0.0 
0.0 

35,63 

0.75 

35,7 

Table 1. Parameters for the Buffer Slot Allocation Experiment 

Figure 4 shows the results of this experiment. With a small variance, all three 
methods work about the same, all having good hit rates. Each level needs and can 
get the approximately 30 slots needed to keep the page set resident. The dynamic 
90/10 performs the worst because Low slots are taken back during a page set 
change when the working set sizes are large. As the variance increases the static 
allocation hit rate drops quickly because when either page set grows beyond the 
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number of slots allocated to that level (35), a page that is contained in the page set 
must be replaced to allow a new page to be retrieved. Dynamic allocation 50/50 hit 
rate drops off at a moderate rate. Here, if the Low page set size is below the 
number of  slots allocated to the lower level (35) and the High page set is larger 
than 35 (at the same time) then the High buffer manager may borrow a slot from 
the low level, thus increasing the hit rate at the high level. I f  the reverse is true, no 
redistribution of slots is possible and no performance benefit is achieved. Because 
of the 50/50 split we would expect each of the two cases to happen with about 
equal probability. Dynamic allocation with a 90/10 split shows the best hit rate of 
the secure algorithms in this experiment, staying close to the standard LRU. Here, 
anytime the Low page set size is below 63 and the High page set size is above 7, 
the remainder of the low level's buffer slots may be borrowed by the high level. If  
this is the case and the sum of the page sets is less than or equal to 70, then each 
level 's buffer manager will have enough slots to keep the entire page set resident. 
This allocation of buffer slots does allow the low level to "starve" the high level if 
its page set becomes large (as when changing localities). This is one factor that 
keeps the hit rate less than unsecure LRU. Unsecure LRU always achieves the best 
hit rate as is expected. As long as the sum of the page sets sizes are below 70 they 
wilt both remain resident. 

1~176 I 
95 

9O 

85 

8O 

75 

7O 

0 

.--Dyna  50,501 
,t Dynamic 90/10 I 

+ L R U  ] 

I I I I I I I '~ 

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 

Variance 

Fig. 4. Buffer  Slot  Al locat ion  Methods  

S e c u r e  R e a d e r s / W r i t e r s  S o l u t i o n s .  

The purpose of the next two experiments is to investigate the proposed solutions to 
the secure readers/writers conflict. The first experiment investigates the way the 
solutions utilize buffer slots. The second experiment investigates the behavior of 
the solutions as the inter-level conflict rate increases. Both experiments have two 
active levels, High and Low. The High hit rate is plotted for delayed and 
immediate replication. For both experiments the hit rate for no replication and 
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delayed replication were the same and only one was plotted. The aborts caused 
when no replication is used was also measured and found to be less than 1%. 

In the first experiment each level has one page set consisting of 40 pages. The Low 
workload has a 100% write rate (i.e., every access is a write). The High workload 
consists of 50% of the accesses are reads of the High level pages and 50% read 
pages at the Low level. The High and Low page sets share 20 Low pages in 
common. There are 40 buffer slots allocated to the Low level. This allows all 40 
pages in the Low page set to be resident. The number of High buffer slots is varied 
from 5 to 45. The parameters for this experiment are shown in Table 2. 

Figure 5 shows a plot of the High hit rate as the number of High buffers is varied. 
As the number of buffer slots is increased the hit rate for both delayed and 
immediate replication increase. For both methods every read to a Low page results 
in a hit because the Low buffer manager has enough buffer slots to keep all the 
Low pages resident. This is the reason the Low hit rate is excluded in Figure 5. 
The delayed replicatlon hit rate reaches a maximum when it has 20 buffer slots. 
All 20 High pages in the High page set can be maintained in these 20 buffer slots 
because delayed replication only replicates a page when there is a conflict, and the 
conflict rate is very low as indicated by the 1% abort rate using no replication. This 
results in all 20 buffer slots being used almost solely for High pages. The 
immediate replication hit rate reaches a maximum at 40 buffer slots. This is 
because a page is replicated on each reference to the Low level. Thus, one slot is 
needed for each of the High 20 pages and each of the Low 20 pages. 

The next experiment measures the hit rate as the inter-level conflict rate increases. 
The page sets of both levels are the same and static. The conflict is controlled by 
varying the probability that a high level reference will read down to a low level 
page. There is a 100% write rate at the low level, 100% read rate at the high level. 
The complete set of parameters are shown in the Table 3. 

Figure 6 shows the results of this experiment. Below a 50% read down percentage 
delayed replication appears to be better, while above 50% immediate replication is 
better. Delayed replication works better below 50% because more High than Low 
pages are in the High page set. These High pages must be maintained in a High 
buffer slot. When a page is replicated, a High page may have to be replaced. 
Because Delayed replication only replicates a page during a conflict, it makes 
better use of the High buffer slots resulting in a higher hit rate for High pages. 
With read down percentages below 50%, there are more Low than High pages in 
the High page set. For both methods, the High buffer manager makes good use of 
the Low buffer slots. However, immediate replication allows a buffer manager to 
make better use of the High buffer slots. It replicates on every read down and 
maintains the replicas until they are invalidated by a subsequent write. This results 
in the High buffer manager maintaining some Low pages that have been replaced 
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at the Low buffer manager. Delayed replication does not have this advantage 
because it only replicates during a conflict and the page is immediately 
invalidated. This advantage for immediate replication can only occur when the 
Low buffer manager does not have enough slots to maintain its page set. 

Parameter 

PS 
PSD 
PSM 
PSV 
PD 

PDM 
PDV 
HT 

micro_model 

Description 

number of page sets 
page set size distribution 

page set size mean 
page set size variance 

page selection distribution 

page selection mean 
page selection variance 

hold time for a page set 

selection of pages from page set 

Value 

1 
uniform 
40 pages 

0 
uniform 

page number 500 
40 

500 references 

random 

Low High 

PW I 

PRu.ow 

BS L 

probability of writing to Ir 

probability t i reading from ILo w 

probability 1, reading from l.,~,. 

number of buffer slots at 1r 

1.0 0,0 

0.0 0.5 

0.0 0.5 

40 5,10 ..... 45 

Table 2. Parameters for the Reader/Writer Synchronization Experiment #1 

8 C o n c l u s i o n s  

In this work we have identified issues related to secure database buffering (a secure 
pinning policy, page allocation, replacement, read/write conflict resolution), 
presented solutions to these problems, and performed performance analysis for 
some of these solutions. 

Due to security constraints we cannot adopt a traditional pin/unpin buffer policy 
and still satisfy multilevel security. We have presented a method that presents high 
level readers with the most recent copy of a buffered low level page while 
allowing low level writers to proceed unaffected. A method of page replacement 
was presented that allows traditional replacement algorithms but restricts the 
reference string to those of dominated references only. 

Because of the potentially dynamic nature of transaction workloads we proposed a 
secure dynamic buffer allocation scheme. The scheme allows high level buffer 
managers to "steal" slots from strictly dominated buffer managers while still 
allowing the strictly dominated buffer managers to reclaim the slots at any time. 
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Parameter 

PS 
PSD 
PSM 
PSV 
PD 

PDM 
PDV 
HT 

micro_model 

PW I 
PRi,l,ow 
PR,_~. 

BS, 

Description 

number of page sets 
page set size distribution 

page set size mean 
page set size variance 

page selection distribution 
page selection mean 

page selection variance 
hold time for a page set 

selection of pages from page set 

probability of writing to 1i 

probability l~ reading from l~ w 

probability 1 i reading from Ira." 
number of buffer slots at level Ir 

Value 

1 
uniform 

30 pages 
0 pages 
uniform 

page number 500 
30 

500 references 
random 

Low High 
1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0,0.1 ..... 1.0 

0.0 1.0,0.9 ..... 0.0 

23 23 

Table 3. Parameters for the Reader/Writer Synchronization Experiment #2 
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Fig. 5. Reader/Writer Conflict #1 

Due to the potentially long pin hold times, the secure reader/writer problem is 
complicated in database systems. We presented three secure methods to deal with 
this problem. The first involves aborting high level readers when a conflicting low 
level write-pin is submitted. The second involves making a copy of the before 
image of the page for high level read-pinners before a conflicting write-pin is 
granted. The third method makes a separate copy of the low level page prior to 
granting high level read-pins. 
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Through simulation we have shown that the dynamic allocation scheme 
outperforms static allocation for dynamic workloads. For static workloads static 
allocation may be attractive due to its low overhead and simplicity. The simulation 
also has shown that when buffer managers have enough slots to maintain their page 
set, delayed and no replication outperform immediate replication. Immediate 
replication can outperform the others when a buffer manager has an excess of 
buffer slots while a strictly dominated buffer manager has too few. Immediate 
replication may also present a good alternative when manipulating virtual memory 
functions as outlined previously are undesirable as in distributed systems. 

In the future, we intend to study implementation issues by prototyping a buffer 
manager on a multilevel secure MACH based platform, i.e., DTOS [SCC95]. In 
particular we intend to investigate methods of implementing the memory mapping 
functions required by the delayed replication and the page stealing allocation 
methods. 

100 
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Fig .  6. R e a d e r / W r i t e r  C o n f l i c t  # 2  
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